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INTEGRATING PRACTICAL INFORMATICS CONCEPTS 

What Is Informatics Content?  
In order to integrate practical informatics into your presentation, you will first need to understand what is 
meant by informatics content. The CAP’s Clinical Informatics Resource Guide (CIRG) defines clinical 
informatics as the application of information management in health care to promote safe, efficient, 
effective, personalized, and responsive care. Here are a few topics that lend themselves well to 
informatics content:  

• Test utilization
• Test ordering and reporting
• Decision support
• Testing cascades
• Genomics testing
• Quality improvement, variation analysis
• Using databases
• Using software tools
• Computer aided image analysis

The practical application of informatics content in your presentation includes how the data is acquired, 
analyzed, distributed, or scaled. It is important to remember that when informatics content is emphasized 
out of context, most participants tend to zone out. As with all good presentations, if you can tell an 
interesting story the audience will relate to the content better.  

How to Incorporate Informatics Information Into Your Presentation. 
In order to avoid overwhelming your audience with informatics data, you will need to be more explicit 
about the needs and solutions the data implies. Using the content areas of acquiring, analyzing, 
distributing, and scaling, ask yourself the following questions as you prepare your presentation.  

Informatics Content Areas Questions to Ask Yourself 

Acquiring • Did this require LIS or database searches?
• How was that accomplished?
• Were there problems with the data?
• How was that addressed?

Analyzing • What software tools did you use? Why?
• Did you need to work with or direct IT folks?
• How was this accomplished?

Distributing • How did the information (report or conclusion) go back to the concerned
parties (physicians, administrators)?

• Did you need any specialized reporting tools or software?
• Were there “bumps in the road” in completing the return of information?

Scaling • Are there patterns from what you did that can be repeated?
• Can software or information system modifications help with this

repetition?
• Who did you engage in getting this done?
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Example of How This Might Look in Your Presentation. 
The following example demonstrates how informatics was included in a presentation to explain various 
features used in public databases.  

Figure 1: Database utility 

The presenters used the slide shown in Figure 1 to depict the purpose and usefulness of public 
databases. They demonstrated this information by categorizing questions that databases are meant to 
answer.  

Figure 2: Database features 

The presenters then follow up their categorization slide with slides containing various images of public 
databases as shown here in Figure 2. These additional slides depict such things as how to drill down for 
specific information within the database and locate items such as charts and graphs. 
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Figure 3: Database critique 

In Figure 3, the presenters used a slide to critique the various databases and discuss their limitations. 




